
Strange Fruit: A cross-curricular approach to the blues at Key Stage 3

Main emphasis

This case study explores how teachers at Fallibroome High School have 
taught the blues to pupils in Key Stage 3 through an imaginative application 
and linking together of key concepts in the music, dance and drama curricula.

School profile

Fallibroome High School is a co-educational, foundation comprehensive 
school with specialist status in the performing arts. The school serves the 
west of the town of Macclesfield and surrounding areas. 

The Starting Point: Identifying the priorities for development

Within Fallibroome High School there has been a strong tradition for informal 
collaboration between performing arts subjects within the Key Stage 3 
curriculum. As a performing arts college, this collaboration has been 
particularly strong in extra-curricular activities. Due to a physical repositioning 
of music, dance and drama into specialist accommodation from September 
2007 and the demands of the new National Curriculum for cross-curricula 
working practices to be extended from September 2008, the staff are 
beginning to explore innovative avenues of collaboration within the curriculum 
itself. 

This case study explores one such collaboration, centred on the blues. 
Strange Fruit, a song sung by Billie Holiday based on a poem by Abel 
Meeropol, is used as a stimulus in each subject area. 

(See http://books.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,,2150853,00.html for an 
interesting discussion of this song and its current cultural impact on the lives 
of some African Americans.)

Key concepts and themes such as improvisation, syncopation and question 
and answer are explored in different ways in each subject. Through careful 



planning, explicit links are drawn between these subject areas and pupils are 
encouraged to build connections in their learning.

The case study sought to investigate a number of key questions:

1. How has each area of the performing arts interpreted the stimulus of the 
blues?
2. How have pupils responded to the stimulus and are they making links 
between music, dance and drama in ways which may not have happened 
before?
3. How does pupils’ creativity exhibit itself within each area of the curriculum?
4. In terms of planning, how can the timetable be organised to facilitate this 
type of cross-curricular working? How is the process of planning lessons 
shared, negotiated or completed between different members of staff?
5. What longer term plans are in place to link music with the other performing 
arts, or other areas of the curriculum?

How did you set about making a change?

Following a substantial building programme, the performing arts faculty at the 
school is situated in a purpose built block comprising dance and drama 
studios, a music technology suite, music teaching areas, rehearsal rooms, a 
theatre and offices. Collaboration between music, dance and drama staff has 
always been a feature of the performing arts faculty, but this physical 
repositioning has resulted in a greater opportunity for meaningful and 
extensive collaboration between the performing arts curriculum subjects. 

Beyond the obvious physical relocation into a new building, the performing 
arts staff have been working through a considerable period of change. 
Curriculum reorganisation has been high on the agenda. The teachers have 
worked hard to produce parity between the three curriculum areas of dance, 
drama and music. The senior management of the school supports them in 
this. Joint discussions have led to a realignment of the timetable in terms of 
curriculum time and teaching allocations. Music, drama and dance are all on 
an equal footing throughout Key Stage 3. At the curriculum level, it has also 
resulted in staff identifying common artistic processes and sharing these with 
each other as key informants to their own teaching. These discussions have 
taken place through a planned process of INSET, shared departmental 
meetings and workshops for staff.

One unit of work in Year 8 has been considered in great detail. The Blues is a 
common and familiar unit of work for most music teachers. However, at 
Fallibroome High School this unit is taught in a way which links together the 
knowledge, skills and understanding in interesting ways across the three 
subjects.  In particular, creativity – a key concept for music in the new National 
Curriculum – is focused on in each curriculum area. The joint approach within 
the unit allows musical concepts such as syncopation, improvisation, 
question/answer and compositional structures to be reinforced through dance 
and drama and vice versa. Teachers mapped the creative processes involved 
in music, drama and dance at a planning level through a curriculum audit and 



then used this to underpin the specific teaching in each subject area. 
Additionally, the blues has a strong social dimension that became useful as a 
contextualising influence for each area of the curriculum. 

The accompanying video case study exemplifies some of the above issues. In 
a joint planning meeting staff discuss how they will plan this unit to help pupils 
link together their learning in music, dance and drama. Pupils talk about the 
benefits of this and make reference to this ‘joined-up’ approach to learning in 
their interviews. Footage of each curriculum subject being taught illustrates 
some of the practical activities that go on within this unit of work. Interviews 
with individual staff allow them to discuss the potential benefits of this 
approach as formal structures for cross-curricular work are adopted within the 
new National Curriculum.

What differences are evident?  What impact have you made on your 
learners?

The case study illustrates a number of factors relating to cross-curricular work 
in the performing arts. Each of the main questions will be briefly discussed in 
turn.

1. How has each area of the performing arts interpreted the stimulus of the 
blues?

Each area of the performing arts has interpreted the initial stimulus in a variety 
of ways. In Drama there is a strong focus on the social/historical issues. In 
Music there is an initial focus on personal expression and improvisation within 
a pre-determined structure. But each subject is underpinned by a range of 
common elements that have emerged, through a natural process of 
discussion, amongst staff. In this unit, key elements include improvisation, 
syncopation and question and answer. These have been used to plan lessons 
that link together key elements. This has proved successful from the teachers’ 
and the pupils’ perspectives.

2. How are pupils responded to the stimulus and are they making links 
between music, dance and drama in ways which may not have happened 
before?

Pupils have responded very favourably to the stimulus in each area of the 
curriculum. They are able to make links between the subjects and recognise 
both the similarities and differences in concepts in a subtle way. For example, 
they are keen to explore improvisatory processes in music, dance and drama 
and relate key skills of experimentation, of trial and error and risk-taking in 
each subject area.

3. How does pupil creativity exhibit itself within each area of the curriculum?

Teachers of music, dance and drama have commented on the increasing 
degree of ownership that pupils have taken over their learning in the unit. The 
joint approach to planning has resulted in a practical, activity-based 



curriculum that challenges pupils to be energised and engaged with subject 
content, reflective about their previous learning and actively involved in 
exploring the blues (e.g. through hot –seating in drama, melodic improvisation 
in music, or through the construction of transition movements in dance).

4. In terms of planning, how do you organise the timetable to facilitate this 
type of cross-curricular working? How is the process of planning lessons 
shared, negotiated or completed between different members of staff?

There have been some significant changes to the timetable at Key Stage 3 in 
the performing arts faculty. This has repositioned dance on an equal footing 
with music and drama throughout in each year. This means that music had to 
loose some teaching time. However, staff commented favourably on the 
realignment process. If anything, the opportunities for collaborative cross-
curricular work have saved all staff time. They are able to build on each 
other’s work in new ways. All staff have noticed that the pupils are making 
links in intuitive ways within and between curriculum content that was rare 
before.

5. What are the longer term plans in place to link music with the other 
performing arts, or other areas of the curriculum in the future?

The performing arts faculty staff are keen to continue their collaborative work 
in this area. This will take two main forms. Firstly, performing arts colleagues 
will undertake similar curriculum planning and audits of content in other Key 
Stage 3 units of work. But, secondly, this work is beginning to extend 
throughout the school. Staff from the performing arts faculty regularly lead 
whole school INSET sessions and share best practice teaching with 
colleagues from feeder primary schools. Arts practices and processes also 
inform an innovative PSHE curriculum entitled RESPECT. Cross-curricular 
approaches to teaching in the performing arts are certainly exhibited through 
Year 8’s work within the Strange Fruit unit of work, but the pedagogical 
practices that underpin it will also have a much wider impact across the whole 
school.
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